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Web forms
Why should we care?



Why should we care?

Forms remain one of the most 
important types of interactions for 
users on the web and in apps.



Why should we care?

◦ 74% of companies use web forms 
for lead generation

◦ 45% of form data is submitted on a 
mobile device

◦ Average web form length is 5 form 
fields (best conversion)

Source: https://wpforms.com/online-form-statistics-facts/



Why should we care?



Web forms
What are the problems?



◦ Forms can be big and complex
◦ Source of frustration for your users
◦ Styling the forms is a lot of work
◦ Making forms that are great for 

user experience is a difficult task

What are the problems?



◦ Great looking forms with very little 
or no work

◦ Improve usability of forms
◦ Have a set of easily 

understandable UI/UX rules that 
helps you

What do we want?



◦ We identified that forms are complexity 
and a cost driver

◦ The research lead us also to Bootstrap 
components and later to Material Design

◦ Miro and me needed a lot of iterations to 
achieve this (multiple people, hundreds of 
hours)

Floating label initial version 
https://www.drupal.org/project/bs_base/issues/3008285
from 11.2018 to 07.2021.

Our background



◦ On the end we got rid of most forms 
customizations and achieved greater 
form usability and conversion

◦ Bonus achievement - Designers trying 
to improve form design, usually made 
stuff worst (high complexity). With a 
framework we built, designers now 
also have guidelines.

Our background



Further Information
https://www.digital-storytelling.ch/en/featur
es/forms/embedding-forms-correctly

Conception of complex forms
https://www.digital-storytelling.ch/en/featur
es/forms/konzeption-von-komplexen-formul
aren

Our background



Our Tools
For reaching this goals



Architecture

Drupal Bootstrap SASS npm
Gulp

bs_lib bs_base

client_theme



◦ Bootstrap 4.6.x
◦ SASS framework
◦ SASS variables
◦ Utility CSS classes
◦ Custom forms

Bootstrap



Does few things including:
◦ Bootstrap 4 component library 

definitions
◦ Drush generator for theme 

creation and updating.
◦ Supports update hooks.

Check more on https://www.drupal.org/project/bs_lib.

bs_lib contrib module



Research into efficient base themes.
◦ Includes bs_bootstrap base theme.
◦ Many options in admin UI including 

forms related like: Bootstrap 
Custom forms, Floating labels.

Check more on 
https://www.drupal.org/project/bs_base

bs_base contrib base theme



Holds only custom SASS/JS/Theme 
code specific for a given client.

For simpler projects just a bunch of 
SASS variable and configuration 
overrides.

client_theme



How all this actually works
Some examples



Form styling/behavior options are on 
theme admin screen:
◦ Custom forms: On/Off
◦ Floating labels: On/Off
◦ Floating label type: 

Default/Filled/Outlined

Theme options





Floating labels: Off



Floating labels: Default



Floating labels: Filled



Floating labels: Outlined



◦ Override CSS that is coming from 
base themes

◦ Bootstrap it self has 209 variables 
related to forms

◦ Sure we added our own vars

SASS variables



Custom SASS variables for floating labels



And in your client theme



Quick peak at a drush theme generator



Important UI/UX rules
Follow them to reach the forms that users will enjoy filling



◦ Structure
◦ Input Fields
◦ Field labels
◦ Action button
◦ Feedback

Components of the form



◦ Every extra field you add will hurt 
conversion rate

◦ Common practice is five to seven 
input fields (2019 average was 5 
fields)

◦ Removing one field can result in 
26% conversion boost!

Ask only what is required

Source: https://wpforms.com/online-form-statistics-facts/



Image: Luke Wroblewski



◦ Order the fields logically
◦ Group related information

This rules helps form feel more like a 
conversation.

Logical ordering and related grouping



How many groups you see?

Grouping: Law of Proximity

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/form-design-white-space/



Place the label closer to the 
associated field:

Grouping - applied to labels



Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/form-design-white-space/



One column or Multiple columns?

https://baymard.com/blog/avoid-multi-column-forms
Image: user-interface.io



Avoid setting defaults unless you 
believe a large portion of your users 
will select that value. Particularly 
avoid it for required fields.

Smart defaults are fine.

Default values



Always test keyboard navigation.

Clearly state focused/selected field.

Accessibility



Consider autofocus option



◦ Write clear, short labels
◦ Sentence case are slightly easier to 

read then title case
◦ Never use all caps

Labels



Left vs Right vs Top

Alignment of labels

Image: UX Matters



Left alignment

Image: CSS Tricks



Right alignment

Image: CSS Tricks



Top alignment

Image: CSS Tricks



So which one should you use?

For most cases stick to the top 
alignment approach and consider left 
or right alignment when you have 
specific needs.

Alignment of labels



Can we improve top alignment and 
eliminate it weaknesses?

Yes we can use placeholders or 
floating labels.

Top alignment - improvements



Placeholder text typically suggest 
what kind of input is valid. They could 
replace labels:

Be careful
with this!

Placeholders (inline labels)

Source: https://www.snapwi.re/



◦ Contrast problem
◦ Windows high contrast mode
◦ Disappearing problem
◦ Not all screen readers will read it
◦ Not a label replacement

Placeholders problems



Floating labels

This is a modified 
pattern approach to 
placeholders that 
mitigates most/all 
placeholders 
problems.



Some critics:
◦ First version of Material forms was 

really bad
◦ Some people still like more boxed 

fields look
◦ Long labels cannot be used as 

they’ll get cropped by the input

Are floating labels bad design?

https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2021/02/material-design-text-fields/



◦ Primary vs Secondary actions
◦ Button location
◦ Naming convention - use “Click 

Here,” “Go,” “Download,” and 
“Register.”

◦ Avoid multiple action buttons
◦ Do not use reset button

Action buttons



Use one primary action

Image: user-interface.io



Actions location

Image: smashingmagazine.com



◦ Use client browser validation
◦ Use inline error messages
◦ Provide feedback message to user 

after submission

Visual feedback



Visual feedback



The system should treat all user input 
as sacred.

Jef Raskin

◦ Quite hard with Drupal
◦ At least try to use JS close 

prevention

Protecting data



◦ Many design trends each years but 
they are avoiding forms

◦ Material Forms with floating labels 
is the only real push to improve 
UI/UX

◦ Some other failed attempts…

UI/UX Trends



UI/UX Trends - Natural Language Interface

Source: https://tympanus.net/Tutorials/NaturalLanguageForm/



UI/UX Trends - Conversational Forms

Source: https://github.com/space10-community/conversational-form



Let’s practice a bit
Quick Exercise



Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/form-design-white-space/



We almost reached the end
Conclusions



◦ Forms are vital, make the process 
of filling them as easy as possible

◦ Optimize your tooling
◦ Floating labels
◦ Learn UI/UX rules related to forms 

to increase conversions

Recap



◦ Bootstrap 5 
◦ Use built in Bootstrap 5 floating 

labels
◦ There are even more UI/UX rules - 

create a good docs covering this?

More on https://www.drupal.org/project/bs_base/issues/3130247

Future tooling improvements



◦ https://baymard.com/blog
◦ https://www.digital-storytelling.ch/en/features/forms
◦ https://www.drupal.org/project/bs_lib
◦ https://www.drupal.org/project/bs_base
◦ https://getbootstrap.com/docs/5.2/forms/overview/
◦ https://material.io/components/text-fields
◦ https://www.nngroup.com/topic/human-computer-interaction/
◦ https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2017/06/designing-efficient

-web-forms/
◦ https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2021/02/material-design-te

xt-fields/
◦ https://user-interface.io
◦ https://wpforms.com/online-form-statistics-facts/

Resources

https://www.drupal.org/project/bs_base


Questions


